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As Gizmodo says:
“So much in love with shiny new toys it’s unnatural.”
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eBay, PayPal and online

payments that once involved
writing cheques, and similar
traditional processes are just a click
or two away from your desktop.
For some of us, these new systems
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are fairly familiar, for others, it’s
all a worry.
After next Tuesday, it should all
be a breeze! And in the second
half of the program, we’ll move
on to Amazon, the Apple Store,
the iTunes Music Store and much
more.
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Tuesday May 13 meeting — BMUG members’ open forum...
The BMUG meeting which was held on May 13 took the form of a Member
Forum where those attending were asked for their opinions and ideas about the
running of the group and what they would like to happen at future meetings and
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gatherings. Suggestions were offered for topics, excursions etc. and comments
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been taken on board.
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and recommendations for improvements in formats, layouts and timing have

The committee have collated the wide variety of proposals aired and they would
like to express their appreciation to members for participating in such an
enthusiastic and constructive fashion and for providing BMUG with much to
build on and plan for when considering future directions.
Well done one and all!
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And if you are wondering why this issue is peppered
with seemingly irrelevant pics, they are intended to
disguise the obvious fact that the jet-lagged editor
who has just returned from a holiday in Scotland,
where his daughter got married, has done this
newsletter in a blazing hurry!
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BMUG Top Tip — backing up your camera cards

I know we’re always rabbiting on about backup, here at BMUG, but it is
absolutely essential if you want to sleep at night.
It became a very special issue for my wife and I in recent weeks, as having flown
round the world and taken hundreds of photos of the wedding and the rest of our
holiday, we were all too aware that we were vulnerable to losing those images at
any time; that for various reasons, our camera backup strategies were not
working. Fortunately, we didn’t lose a shot, but I’ll never travel again without a
serious solution in place.
So what can you do to safeguard those precious pictures while you are away? Let’s
begin with solutions that work...

1. Take a laptop
This is the ‘gold standard’ solution if you can afford the weight and bulk of that
extra package (we couldn’t, as we were carrying wedding finery and gifts).
Simply download your pics to iPhoto every night, and have the fun of reviewing
them, editing them, putting them in folders and albums and deleting the failures.
Further, if you also carry a tiny and inexpensive USB hard
drive, and back up the computer image files every day, you
now have two safe copies of the files, and you might like to
delete the shots from the camera card as you go.
The only downside is the cost involved,. but a laptop has many
other uses, and some of us already have one.
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2. Take a portable multi media storage
Unfortunately, this is also an expensive solution, but it is a beauty!
This device, which is widely available under many different brands, is
a portable hard drive with a small screen. Photos are downloaded to
the drive through the USB camera cable, and then may be reviewed at
your leisure.
Personally, I wouldn’t be deleting the pictures from camera cards after
copying them to this device.

3. Backup your images to your iPod with a camera connector
If only this system worked, it would be cheap and brilliant, but unfortunately, it
doesn’t. A simple, tiny plug-in unit enables you to download your images
through the usual lead to the iPod. It can take an hour or more, and during the
download, the iPod will very probably run out of battery.
In my opinion, the Apple Unit is hopeless, but there are others, for example a
Belkin model, and they may have improved on the original design, though I
doubt it. You need to do your research, and you certainly wouldn’t try this
approach with the high capacity cards we all use these days. Although an iPod is
really just a hard drive, and this should work, it was only ever possible on specific
models.

4. Copy your cards with a USB bridge
This is what I hoped would work, but it didn’t.
The idea was to insert a full camera card into an inexpensive card
reader on one side of the device and copy the data to an empty card
in a similar card reader on the other. There was just one button to
press, and it sounded great. Sadly, mine arrived just days before I
went away, and it just sat and blinked its little LEDs, even with just
6 pictures to transfer, so it was never going to work with a card full.

5. Backup your images to a netbook or mini laptop
A netbook is a compact (paperback book-sized) computer
with a 9” screen. Apple doesn’t make one at this stage,
though rumours say they are on the way, but many people
have hacked the inexpensive Dell Windows computer to
run Apple OSX. This is the solution I will adopt if Apple
doesn’t come up with a netbook soon! A compact computer
would obviously be much easier to carry than a regular
laptop.
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6. Backup your images to a ‘cloud’ like Dropbox or flickr
If you have access to the internet while travelling, either through your own
laptop, or through an internet cafe, you are able to upload images and store them
on a remote server, then retrieve them when you get home. This is great in theory,
but personally I am a bear of small brain, and I would hate to prove my stupidity
by messing up the process while paying for time on a computer in a country
where no-one can help me, though having said that, bigger internet cafes will
have Macs.
Finally, if you do upload images, you must upload it in original resolution. A
more compact version of the file is not a backup!

BMUG Top Tip 2 — looking after your batteries
Modern electronic devices of all kinds, even hot sports cars, run on lithium ion
batteries, which mostly work fine, except for one small problem, and that is that
in time they stop holding a charge and need to be replaced, at ludicrous expense.
Battery care can extend, if only briefly, the time before you need to admit defeat
and get an expensive new one for your Macbook or iPod, so how do we go about
it?

1. Charge the battery fully the first time you use it
2. Don’t run your device on the lead all the time
This is never a good idea and quickly causes failure. Charge the
battery fully, remove the lead, then let it run down fully before
next charging it. iPod batteries suffer in particular, as Dick will
tell you, if the device is left docked and permanently powered
up.
Apple says ’keep the electrons moving’.

3. Discharge the battery fully once a month
4. Store the battery with at least 50% charge
If you store it with less and come back from holiday, you may find, as I did this
Tuesday, that now the battery won’t charge at all! Storing it fully charged also
causes problems, so you can’t win.

5. Don’t let your battery overheat, so store the laptop in a cool place,
not in the back seat of your car on a 47º day.
Finally, BMUG never endorses particular suppliers, but we are always ready to
acknowledge good service. Streetwise responded to my phone call on Tuesday
afternoon with incredible efficiency, and the battery arrived by mail the next day!
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BMUG Special Interest
Group reports
Introducing the BMUG
‘Broader Horizons’ Group
In the four or five years that BMUG has
been up and running, its first and
foremost aim has been to assist members
to learn about the basics of their Macs and
show them how to get the best out of
using the wonderful range of Apple
hardware and software. We have
purposely tried very hard to keep things
as simple and understandable as possible
and hopefully most members have gained
much useful knowledge and experience
as a result.
For sometime, several of our more experienced users have been asking for BMUG
to widen its approach and provide something a bit more challenging for them to
get their teeth into.
Being aware of this need, and in an effort to better cater for the whole of our
membership, a new special interest group has been launched, but because it sets
its sights on broadening Mac horizons it is definitely not for everyone.
The group meets approximately once a month in the homes of members. The host
for the day has the responsibility of preparing the program and leading the
discussion.
To give you an idea of what happens at this group, here are just a few of the topics
that have been covered so far •

Setting up a Mac Mini as a media server

•

Setting up and using a shared "Dropbox"

•
•

Book publishing and printing preparations
HDR (High Dynamic Range) photo processing

•

Upgrading your RAM and Hard Drive
If you have an interest in the more advanced aspects of computer use,
by all means get in touch with Don on 5254 2650
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Win a brand new Apple Airport Extreme wireless base
station valued at $279 — announcing the great mid-year
BMUG raffle
It's quite some time since BMUG sponsored a raffle of its
very own so to make amends, we will be selling tickets at
each of the next three meetings, that's June, July and
August. The raffle will be drawn at the conclusion of the
August meeting.
The prize is a really fantastic Apple Airport Extreme
wireless modem/router which for Mac users is the
ultimate and latest in internet and network wireless
connectivity — read more about its capabilities
here...http://www.apple.com/airportextreme/
Tickets are being sold at the bargain basement price of $5.00 each or better still,
you can grab three for just $10.00. Members are welcome and encouraged to take
a batch of tickets home to sell to family and friends.
Let's give this fund raising event our best shot and in the words of some ancient
but wise sage 'Be in it to win it'.

BMUG needs your suggestions for future excursions or
special workshop days
Member feedback on the all day digital photography workshop in April was so
positive that committee members have been putting their thinking caps on in
attempt to come up with even better ideas for fun days in the future.
I’m not going to give away too much at this
stage, but two ideas we have come up with so
far sound extremely promising...
But now it’s your turn! Suggest a really bright
idea for a stimulating day’s activity, and
BMUG will give you copies of two manuals
of your choice absolutely free.

All suggestions will be printed in next
month’s enewsletter, so get
brainstorming.
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Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada and
several interstate!
Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the
club library and attendance at meetings.

Member benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

members get FREE website hosting!
members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
‘Getting started’ manuals
access to our our growing club library
participation in our club MacPal program
participation in the BMUG forum

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

Troubleshooting help
Go to the
BMUG
forum...

BMUG exists to share Mac tips and skills. Should you have any troubleshooting
issues, we recommend you follow these steps, which incidentally are just as
available for remote members as for those who come to meetings:
1.

Do a Google search. It’s highly likely someone knows how to fix the problem
and has already posted a solution.

2. Consult the BMUG Downloads page of the club website. There you will find
numerous tutorials that will help you with common problems. You can also
download our Troubleshooting Guide, a very handy publication.
3. Buy the appropriate BMUG manual. Check out the title list on our website
and remember you can purchase them online by using PayPal.
4. Keep a complete file of BMUG newsletters. On many occasions, I go back and

Email
Margaret...

search through newsletters until I find the appropriate ‘Top Tip’.
5. Post a question about your issue on the BMUG forum.
6. Sign up for a free BMUG MacPal by ringing Jürgen on 52554517. This month
only, email Margaret, as Jürgen is on holiday. If you don’t need a MacPal, but
rather specific help, Jürgen or Margaret will pass your query on.
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Members’ marketplace — for sale
GCC Elite 1208 professional greyscale office laser printer.
This elderly but imposing printer prints quickly, but comes with an issue...
It is an A3/A4 printer, but it seems to be
impossible now to get drivers to make it print
from the A3 drawer. Nevertheless , it still prints
fine on A4.
There have been precisely zero phone calls or
emails about this printer. If I don’t get some
soon, I’ll send Aunty Mac round to rip your
bloody arms off!
No, seriously, I’ll be forced to give it away free
to a good home.

Call Steve on 5254 2576

Email
Steve...

and don’t hesitate to email with your
wanted to buy or for sale advert
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BMUG was founded to share computer knowledge and skills. We are a voluntary
collective, and together, we know much more than any of us know as
individuals. So how can we help when things are going wrong for you?

Email
Jürgen...

Ring Jürgen, our co-ordinator of MacPals, on 5255 4517
Whether you are a newcomer to Macs, or whether you are an old hand
experiencing problems you can’t deal with, ring Jürgen. He will assist in one of
several ways:
•

by quickly dealing with your issue;

•

by assigning you a free MacPal — a knowledgeable mentor who can visit
your home, help set up your Mac, and assist you from time to time via
phone or email. This program is one of BMUG’s most under-used assets,
and as a result of your reading this newsletter, we are hoping to have 10 or
more new members signed up with a MacPal by the end of the week;

•

or by passing your query on to one of our guru members with special skills
and abilities beyond those of mortal folk. They will soon have you up and
running again.
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President
Steve Craddock,
Vice President

James Strachan,
Treasurer
June Brown
Librarian

David Dixon,

Margaret Evans
Jürgen Gross

Don Patrick

& Margaret Boyles,
Secretary
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